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Turnover trade and processing industry € 3.1 bn (8)

5.500 full-time employments

Nominal growth exportvalue as of 2007: 12%
Nominal growith importvalue as of 2007: 39%

Exportvalue € 2.7 bn (2)
Importvalue € 2.3 bn (6)

Exportvolume: 780.000 tons (2)
Importvolume: 890.000 tons (6)

(...) EU ranking

Some key figures for the Netherlands



Introduction to AIPCE-CEP

The EU Fish Processing and Trade is represented by
AIPCE-CEP, whose mission is to promote a positive
image of the EU sector and to ensure that  legislation
developments are managed positively for the industry.

AIPCE-CEP also works together with other bodies on
matters of common interest to achieve these objectives.

→ In figures:
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Whitefish imports into the EU (tonnes)

China Norway Iceland USA Russia

619.000 416.000 286.000 448.000 243.000



The beginning: industry initiative



Experience with IUU regulation

Supply situation:
Trade into EU seems to
show no major shifts.
Role of catch certificates in
a global market

Legislation:
Administrative burden for
authorities and companies
Lack of transparancy in
early stage of yellow/red
cards

Statistics:
Importstatistics not always
reveal flag state of origin.
Global IUU estimations not
per se indication for EU
imports

Dilemma:
Company versus
government performance in
third countries.
Do we create IUU markets
outside EU?
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Our recommendations

* Global equivalent IUU systems needed.

EU has taken lead but cannot solve problem alone

Competitive disadvantage EU in growing global
market

* Business operators can support improvement.

Early envolvement of importers/processors in EU

Encourage public private improvement programms

* Sector specific approach in third countries that are

willing to cooperate



Is this illegal? No of course not; but-

Would the EU be able
to comply with all the
administrative
requirements of the
IUU regulation?


